
Country Manor Fire Pit Kit
The Country Manor Fire Pit  Kit is designed using 

small Country Manor pieces and capped with the 

Country Manor Universal Cap. Available in the 

Brownstone color only, the fire pit can be used to burn 

wood, or with the addition of a metal fire ring and gas 

line adapters, can be used to burn natural gas.

(800) 794-4727
www.rcpblock.com

Site Selection:
When selecting a site, be sure to select an area that is away 
from any structures or flamable items.

Level Base:
Fire Pit can be placed on a level concrete slab or crushed gravel 
leveling pad. Simply excavate an area the size of the fire pit and 
fill with approx 2” of crushed gravel. Level and compact.

Stacking the Courses:
Follow the course diagram to the right for 3 courses of Country 
Manor Small Units and then top using the Country Cap Univer-
sal and Special Cut pieces. Be sure to offset each course so 
the joints between the block do not line up with one other. To 
connect each course, you can use a small amount of masonry 
adhesive.

Gas Burning Fire Pit:
If building a gas burning fire pit, be sure to lay out all gas pipes 
and make all connections before beginning construction. RCP 
Block & Brick recommends hiring a NFI Certified Technician 
when making natural gas and propane connections for any fire 
feature.

Basic Installation:

Kit Includes:
UNIT:          PCS:
Country Manor - Small        84  
Country Cap - Universal        12
Country Cap - Special Cut         4
Masonry Adhesive Tube            1

*Lava Rock NOT Included. Sold seperately when converting to gas burning fire pit.

First 3 Courses:
28 pieces per course

Top Course:
12 Universal Cap
4 Special Cut Pieces*

Fire Pit Size:
Inside Diameter: 37”
Outside Diameter: 61”-62”

8”

*Special Cut Pieces Cut to 8” Wide


